### Fixture Wall Bracket
- **Part #**: 8888.036
- **Description**: For use with personal showers
- **Available Finishes**: .002 Polished Chrome, .224 Oil Rubbed Bronze, .295 Satin Nickel (PVD), .243 Matte Black
- **Rough In Dimensions**: Support plate holds the handshower at a convenient angle.

### Wall Supply Bracket
- **Part #**: 8888.038
- **Description**: 1/2" NPT female threads, integral bracket holds the handshower at a convenient angle.
- **Available Finishes**: .002 Polished Chrome, .224 Oil Rubbed Bronze, .295 Satin Nickel (PVD), .243 Matte Black, .224 Oil Rubbed Bronze, .295 Satin Nickel (PVD), .243 Matte Black, .243 Matte Black
- **Rough In Dimensions**: Hose connection and various dimensions for plumbing compatibility.